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WINNERS
Lower Elementary Poetry Division
First Place

Eden Servais, Second Grade
Home School
Teacher: Jenny Fountain

Second Place

Alice Zou, First Grade
Horizon Elementary School
Teacher: Pamela Weaver

Third Place

Eliza Hanks, Second Grade
Riverton Elementary School
Teacher: Shandra Upchurch

Honorable Mention

William Thomas, Second Grade
Riverton Elementary School
Teacher: Shandra Upchurch

Honorable Mention

Elijah Henson, Second Grade
Riverton Elementary School
Teacher: Shandra Upchurch

Honorable Mention

Ruby Collins, First Grade
Home School
Teacher: Leslie Thomas
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Upper Elementary Poetry Division
First Place

Claire Uptagrafft, Fifth Grade
Whitesburg Christian Academy
Teacher: Karen Denman

Second Place

Mary Taylor, Fifth Grade
Whitesburg Christian Academy
Teacher: Karen Denman

Third Place

Allie Clark, Fifth Grade
Whitesburg Christian Academy
Teacher: Karen Denman

Honorable Mention

Charlotte Powell, Fifth Grade
Whitesburg Christian Academy
Teacher: Karen Denman

Honorable Mention

Lucy Lash, Fifth Grade
Whitesburg Christian Academy
Teacher: Karen Denman

Honorable Mention

Price Crunkleton, Fifth Grade
Whitesburg Christian Academy
Teacher: Karen Denman
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Junior Poetry Division
First Place

Second Place

Third Place

Laurel Howard, Eighth Grade
Mountain Gap P-8 School
Teacher: Leslie Graham
Olivia White, Seventh Grade
Randolph School
Teacher: Delicia Potter
Isabella Scariya, Seventh Grade
Randolph School
Teacher: Delicia Potter

Honorable Mention

Owen Merchant, Eighth Grade
Home School
Teacher: Obert Merchant

Honorable Mention

Maya Persaud, Seventh Grade
Randolph School
Teacher: Delicia Potter

Honorable Mention

Chloe Merchant, Sixth
Home School
Teacher: Corrie Merchant
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Senior Poetry Division
First Place

Jillian Naylor, Junior
Lee High School
Teacher: Michelle Sisson

Second Place

Lilian Qu, Junior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Third Place

Amy Athing, Senior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Honorable Mention

Samantha Copeland, Sophomore
Lee High School
Teacher: Michelle Sisson

Honorable Mention

Aislie Casey, Senior
Home School
Teacher: Cheryl Casey

Honorable Mention

Madison Tanner, Junior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos
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Senior Short Story Division
First Place

Katherine Tanner, Senior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Second Place

Donald Williams, Senior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Third Place

Madison Tanner, Junior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Honorable Mention

Noah Daughtry, Junior
Excaliber High School
Teacher: Robin Daughtry
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Artwork Category
First Place
(Front cover)

Samuel Rosa, Senior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Second Place
(Upper back cover)

Emma Cooper, Freshman
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Third Place
(Lower Back cover)

Kathleen Stephens, Junior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Robin Lakso

Honorable Mention

Emily Duong, Junior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Honorable Mention

Madison Tanner, Junior
Bob Jones High School
Teacher: Brandy Panagos

Honorable Mention

Libby Hatcher, Senior
Whitesburg Christian Academy
Teacher: Sarah Dove
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Lower Elementary Poetry

Tea Valley
There is a valley as green as can be,
It has roses and violets and wonderful green tea.
We drink our tea where the bunnies roam,
While we sit in the sunshine talking to gnomes.
Dad hops over; He needs help with his tie.
I look at his face - Oh My!
He’s holding a bunny, they are sharing a pie.

First Place
Lower Elementary Poetry
Eden Servais
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Snow
That is falling.
That is amazing.
What is it?
Is it ice cream?
Well of course it’s snow,
the fluffy white ground.
The best thing is
you get to sled around!
I call my sister, Kylie,
and tell her what I see.
And just like that,
we laugh and shout with glee!
Snow is wonderful.
I will play and play!
I hope it will snow,
another day!

Second Place
Lower Elementary Poetry
Alice Zou
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My Art
I love art.
It is so much fun.
I’m so happy
I could fall apart.
I love my art.
It is my best part.
But inside my heart,
I love art.
Yes you can see
You can see
Art will be fun in your heart,
Just like Me! Happy
It will be fun.
Just you and me.
Come with me and you will see
How fun it is to make art in your heart.
Bye now
It was fun to make art with you.

Third Place
Lower Elementary Poetry
Eliza Hanks
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Upper Elementary Poetry

Shimmering Stars
Shimmering, shining
Little balls of light
Glimmering, glistening
Tiny suns in the night.
Flickering, flying
Constellations bright
There’s Orion and the Big Dipper
That you only see at night.
Wonderful, wishful
Lovely little flames
Like sand on a black tablecloth
Little sky stains.
Shimmering, shining
I love the stars God made
Glimmering, glistening
He made them perfect in His way.

First Place
Upper Elementary Poetry
Claire Uptagrafft
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The Beauty of Spring
On this spring day, my life’s at peace,
For there is beauty, joy, and love.
My mind is clear, the air is sweet,
And there’s warmth from the sun up above.
I can feel the smooth, soft flowers,
See the trees like perfect, pink balloons,
Watch the sun as it rises and towers,
See the beautiful butterflies zoom.
The grass, a green, soft blanket,
The sun’s a warm comfort to my bones.
This world, I’m so glad God made it,
For in spring, God’s great glory is shown.

Second Place
Upper Elementary Poetry
Mary Taylor
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Dancing and Prancing
Shuffles, taps, leaps ending in plie.
I feel the booming, blasting, beat
through the floor.
The song starts to play
and I tap my feet.
I’m excited to shake my
groovy thing to the
beat.
My friends and I get deep into
the song.
Now we get sassy
and show an attitude.
We can party like a rockstar
and surprise you with tricks.
Goosebumps may crawl up your back,
And we can get the top award pick.
The costumes are shimmery and
sometimes itchy,
but I can make
It through and make it work.
Get your lipstick, blush, and
mascara.
What color eyeshadow?
Maybe the Brilliant Sahara.
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Dance, prance, and add more
sass.
I’m popping like bubble wrap
and shaking like maracas.
Energetic as lightning and
Different facial expressions.
The energetic ones get the crowd’s attention.
Although one day I’ll grow up,
I will still be sassy
And dance to the
beat.

Third Place
Upper Elementary Poetry
Allie Clark
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Junior Poetry
Stillness
We stepped out of the car onto the wet, mossy ground
Not a sound echoed through the wooded trail
No one around to hear us break the silence
We always talk because stopping wastes our precious time
And silence gives me time to think about you leaving.
And besides - what good are memories of stillness and quiet?
We move along the trail
Your dad and brother walk with us
We linger among the mossy rocks and ferns,
Stopping to get what we can out of everything.
You stop abruptly. Look back at me with worry.
You point to a warped figure on the ground.
You kneel and lift the butterfly to sunlight
Where I can see its wings sparkle
Like blue and green glitter thrown across black-dyed canvas.
Quiet.
Frozen in place, holding its broken body in your cupped hands,
You are all silence.
And for once, I do not try to fill it.
I just watch you.
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We whisper words of concern and comfort
over the trembling pair of wings
And as we walk, you hand the silence to me.
I look down and the butterfly still trembles in my hands.
Our chatter is greatly subdued
And after a while, I hand it back to you.
We reach the end of the trail.
The body in your hands is still.
You lay it gently on the ground.
Quiet.
You tell me it will be okay.
Your voice is softer than the silence.
I look up and see you rising from the ground.
I believe you.

First Place
Junior Poetry
Laurel Howard
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Monster
And there It is again
With Its claws dripping with hatred and denial
Bloody and vile
Ready to pierce you
And infect you with Its anger
Here It is again
Huge, sharp teeth
Coated in the toxic poison of wanting something just out of reach
It’s back
With Its eyes burning with rage
And things that were never said
And never will be
Are held in Its small head
Making it bulge with regret
It’s come for you
Longing to cut into you
Wanting to take over you
And make you think
And feel
Things you know you’ll regret later
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It wants you
Not for good
It wants to consume your every thought
And every action
It’s inescapable
And there It is again
Looming over you once more
You weren’t ready
Still fazed from Its last attack
So very long ago
But still too fresh
Jealousy.

Second Place
Junior Poetry
Olivia White
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The One and Only Princess of Kerala
I am the one and only princess of Kerala
Good for me
This isn’t happiness
This is a false statement
This is my joyous burden
These chains engrave my skin with the punishment
and misery of being a royal
My heart, my soul, my mind
Has been taken from me because of this dreadful dream
It seems a glorious living but
it’s a palace of distraught and gloom
My unrealistic standards of perfection
deteriorating my last shred of pride
The mehindi adorning my body
has lost its color and reddened my complexion
Flawless skin of glass and high cheekbones
with earrings tugging on my bloody lobes are the main attraction
I am chained down with no support,
falling into an everlasting depression
They have the audacity to take away my independence
and replace it with long shiny hair and fair tones
The light of day has never reached my tired lashes
keeping my image from fading to darkness
My chains tighten as I try to pull away
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I am a doll poked and pressed into a distorted frame
with each pound of my jewelry weighing me down
My sarees are tattered into elegance and beauty
The markings forever scarring my temple
My smile is more false than a counterfeit maang tikka
Diamonds are slowly dripping from my dress
like the tears from my longing eyes
I’ve given up on the hope of breaking free
The worth of my gleaming diamonds is more than my own voice
Soon to be queen
I still won’t have opportunities
I still will be shoved into a corner and told to be poise
I will never be good enough
Unfortunately for me
I am the one and only princess of Kerala

Third Place
Junior Poetry
Isabella Scariya
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Senior Poetry
atlas
i.
a sinner falls to his knees at
any altar he can find, crying
absolve me, oh absolve me—
but this god is so cruel
and the air stings with silence,
no reply: no whistle of wind
in which he could make out
a message of forgiveness,
no warm feeling in his heart,
nothing but the echoes of his
repentance falling on deaf ears.
ii.
the sinner is a nonbeliever.
he was not raised religious, so
he was never taught how to believe,
let alone how to pray;
he knows only how to cry, how to beg,
how desperation breeds desperation,
breeds faith in the unknown,
breeds faith in the faithless.
god, how he knows desperation,
how he bleeds and bleeds and bleeds.
iii.
the sinner beseeches of the god
“give me love or give me forgiveness”
and what can be said to that?
what does he know of love?
when has he ever felt that
bitter taste of forgiveness?
he is always begging for something,
always repenting for sins he doesn’t
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understand, always searching for
someone to tell him to stop bleeding.
iv.
the sinner is not a sinner, he is
only a man. why do we string such
intricate metaphors for things that are
in truth, so simple?
the sinner is a man and he is desperate.
he is picking apples from trees
and urging a god to punish him.
the man is searching for something
to punch him in the throat, to make him
really hurt, make him really sorry.
not every apology is repentance, but god
the man is fiercely trying to make it so.
v.
the sinner lays himself at the mercy of god.
not a god, not this god, not the god,
only god, who balances the world
on the tip of his knife. the sinner,
yes the man who is the sinner,
lays his head down and prepares for
a guillotine, but it never comes.
how does he continue to lie there,
anticipating the dull blade?
how has he said so much and nothing at all?
oh how the sinner carries the weight
of the world on his shoulders,
begging for someone to tell him
it is his burden to bear.
First Place
Senior Poetry
Jillian Naylor
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through the lens of rain
looking out from the passenger window
in an april afternoon of pale green air. freshly washed
just last night, soft to the touch.
i miss feeling this way: quiet except for the hum of engine.
there are cucumbers placed over the eyes
of the expanse that swallows me;
the world, too, yearns to exhale.
its breath is cold in my tires
as i’m rolling through the valleys in these teary months
where the rain never stops, a pitter patter
heard by all the ears of corn.
and i think about the friends i haven't seen in years,
how it was like droplets on the glass–
pause mid-trickle, swell up
and then unstick; split into two smaller beads
on two different splayed-root paths
dribbling down to the chestnut dirt,
the rocky asphalt
making the whole car jitter.
wonder if this is what it's like to end: a lot of quivering
until we shudder to a stop.
or maybe this is what it's like to begin.
i hear my grandmother’s voice saying
take little sips. makes me realize
i’m clothed in the scent of wet grass.
funny how dew-laden meadows carry
so many memories, blades like arms
hugging them all. the quality of grass,
i think, is determined not by how green
it is but by how it glistens.
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don’t move, world, i beg as i speed
through fields and fields of chartreuse
so delighted to see me. so bright it hurts.
it’s a blurring scene (cotton in our lungs when we cry)
and it all aches.
wish i could take it with me,
this stretch of yesterday splotched
with little dollops of oil paint, messy streaks,
last glimpse at the rich colors from a child’s brush;
now is when i want to take big gulps.
but we still lose what we devour, so instead
i roll down the window,
reach out an open palm, close my eyes.
drench myself in the downfall–
even though nothing ever lasts
i want my skin to remember
this feeling of rain.

Second Place
Senior Poetry
Lilian Qu
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Advocation for Craft
What do you think of crafts?
Not projects - crafts
like in elementary school where
the only goal was fun;
like the thrill of being caught
in the spiderwebs left behind by
hot glue guns or chewing on
uncooked pasta even though
you know you shouldn’t.
Thinking back on it now it’s
a little hazy, but I think that’s
part of the charm - creating purely
out of the childlike necessity
to have fun; enthusiasm at the
mere thought of the action, not at
the illusion of needing to build skill,
or only dragging your
hand across the page
because you think the end
product will solve some problem, perhaps
deliver a temporary ecstasy.
Making those crafts in those classrooms,
I’m sure that’s what raw creativity is;
waxy crayons leaving chunks of
pigment on your paper in a craft
purely for yourself

Third Place
Senior Poetry
Amy Athing
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Senior Short Story
Homemaker

Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned - William Congreve

Margaret Nelson woke up early every morning as a matter
of pride. Each day, she used dainty, manicured hands to gently
remove herself from tangles of silk sheets and plush throws,
tossing a honeyed smile down to the mop of blond hair still pressed
to the other pillow. She quietly cinched the ties of her robe around
her trim waist, keeping the morning chill away from her frilly
nightgown.
Each day, she padded quietly into the bathroom, brushing
straight teeth and applying her serums and creams. She sits at a
small, sturdy vanity stool, watching her reflection as she
wordlessly applies her makeup. Powder flurries down to the
varnished surface of the vanity as she taps a foundation-covered
puff against her face. Next is a light layer of rouge, donning her
cheeks with a rosy glow. A dark pencil outlines the eyes, arches
the brows. Mascara coats long, full lashes.
Lastly is her lipstick, a dark cherry red contrasting with the
gleaming golden tube encapsulating it. She leans forward on the
stool, close to the mirror. Her lipstick must be applied with the
utmost precision, perfectly outlining the soft dip of her cupid’s
bow.
She leans back, views her reflection with a blase
expression. Next is styling her dark hair, removing roller after
roller in spirals around her scalp. It falls in bouncing curls to her
shoulders, ringlets framing the soft edges of her face. A coat of
hairspray adds an artificial sheen to her hair, holding the curls
together in a vice grip.
Finally made-up, Margaret watches in the mirror as a bright
smile spreads across her porcelain face, red lips pulled up into a
dimple-framed grin. She daintily puts on a pair of pearl earrings,
resting heavily in her lobes. They are beautiful in their simplicity,
not distracting nor pulling focus. In that way, they are much like
Margaret.
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She quietly rises off the padded stool and exits the
bathroom, silently opening her wardrobe and removing today’s
clothing. She returns to the bathroom, light pink fabric resting over
her arm. She undresses quietly, frilly nightgown and robe refolded
to be washed. She dons the dress, zipper hissing as she pulls it
closed. She straightens the collar, cinches the thin belt around her
waist. Black kitten heels are slid onto pantyhose covered feet,
clicking against the tiled floor as she exits the bathroom, stepping
lightly through the still-dim bedroom and finally arriving in the
long hallway outside the door.
Next on the list is the task of preparing breakfast. James
would not exit the bedroom for another hour, waking at 7:00, ready
at 7:30. Margaret fixes a small meal of one egg and two strips of
bacon for herself, eating silently at an empty dining table. After
eating, she carefully reapplies her red lipstick. She washes her
plate, resting it in a sink-side drying rack.
Finally, she pulls out the ingredients needed for James’
breakfast. He prefers his yolks slightly runny, his toast well
buttered. He wants his bacon crispy, just this side of burnt. He
prefers sausage patties to sausage links. He wants orange juice in a
chilled glass with absolutely no pulp.
By 7:30, when James emerges from the hallway leading to
the bedroom in a tailored navy suit, blonde hair gelled to the side
and jaw freshly shaved, his breakfast is already waiting for him at
the head of the table. He sits, and Margaret plants a quick kiss on
the ridge of his cheek.
“Good morning, darling,” she says.
“Good morning,” she receives in return. Her million watt
smile is aimed firmly at him, rivaling the rising sun coming
through the window above the sink. He quietly finishes his food,
mutters a thanks as she takes the dishes out of his way.
James adjusts the gleaming cufflinks at his wrists, “I’m
working late tonight.”
“Will you be home for dinner?” Margaret pauses at the
sink, plate still held in her grasp. Her smile falters, dark lashes
fluttering as she blinks quickly.
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“No, I won’t. I’m sure Janie will pick something up.”
“Janie is working late too?” Margaret’s voice catches
almost imperceptibly. James makes no indication that he notices,
that he cares to notice.
“She’s my secretary, Margaret. If I work late, so does she,
you know that,” he speaks with a tone of finality, rising from the
table to grab his leather briefcase.
“You’ve worked late a lot recently, dear,” she forces the
smile back onto her face, relinquishing her hold of the plate and
turning around as she dries her hands. She crosses the room to
James, standing by the door. Delicate hands reach up, adjust his
tie, brush a small speck of lint from one shoulder.
“Just take care of yourself, yes?”
“You know I do,” he finally smiles down at her, though it is
small, the slightest bit strained. She wonders, after the heavy front
door closes behind him and the sound of his car leaves the
driveway, if that strain was caused by guilt.
It hadn’t been obvious at first— at least not in the way she
assumed it would be obvious if your husband was having an affair.
He’d told her, when he started at the firm, that his boss was tough,
that he expected a lot from James. So, when he’d started working
late occasionally, it just made her respect him more— he was
obviously a hard worker, truly dedicated. And he was dedicated,
just not to work.
Margaret had met Janie once, at some grossly pretentious
work party. She’d introduced herself as James’ secretary, and said
it was a pleasure to finally meet. Margaret had believed her,
naively flushing at the idea that James had talked about her at
work.
She’d believed her until Janie had rested a manicured hand
on James’ upper arm, giggling at a joke he’d made. She had
believed her until Janie had made an off-handed comment about
how “Oh, it’s like James and I are soulmates, we just work so well
together.”
James had chuckled quietly, shaking his head at her, and
Margaret had felt some fragile, tenuous thread in her chest pull
taught before snapping in two.
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She hadn’t brought it up, even as working late occasionally
turned into multiple times a week— even as he barely looked at
her the couple hours he was home. She couldn’t bring herself to
make the accusation, further unraveling their marriage.
Instead, she waited. She played the role of innocent, naive
Margaret, slaving away at home while James “worked.” She dolled
herself up before dawn, she spent hours at the stove. She played
the role of adoring wife beautifully.
So, late that night when James crawled into bed smelling of
citrus and florals when Margaret’s only perfume was vanilla, she
ignored it.
She bats long, dark lashes at him from her side of the
mattress, innocently asking, “Janie works so hard for you, why
don’t we have her over for dinner one night?”
“I don’t know, Margaret. I…”
“Please, James, I have some new recipes I’ve been dying to
try. Don’t you think you both deserve a night off after working late
so often?”
It was a low blow, not that he recognized it as such. His
face pulled into the same strange smile he’d given her that
morning, turning onto his back to face the popcorn ceiling.
“Tomorrow night should work, I think,” he finally sighed.
Margaret smiled from where her cheek was pressed against
the cool pillowcase, tracing the lines of his brow and nose with her
eyes.
“Perfect, tomorrow night it is,” She sat up slightly, pressed
a kiss to his cheek, “Goodnight, darling.”
He didn’t turn to her, just closed his eyes and muttered a
quiet, “Goodnight.”
The next morning, Margaret repeated her routine. She woke
up to a dim room, tinted blue with the first light of day. She
applied her makeup. She styled her curls. She pulled on another
pink dress. She made James breakfast, pressed a staining kiss to his
cheek at the door.
Her loving smile broadened minutely into a smirk as she
watched him rub the lipstick away on his way to the car.
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She hummed, skirt swishing around her knees as she
swayed through the empty house— tidying the kitchen and dusting
the shelves. She prepared the roast to slow cook on the stove,
brought out their finest china to set the table.
The light filtering in through the window above the sink is
golden by the time James arrives home, Janie with him. They’re in
the middle of an amicable conversation when they come through
the door.
Margaret lays the wooden spoon in her hand down on the
counter, replacing the lid on a pot of mashed potatoes.
“Welcome home,” she calls across the kitchen to the living
room, wiping her hands on a dish towel. She places it onto the
counter before walking towards the sounds of James and Janie’s
voices, kitten heels clicking against the floor.
She greets James with a kiss on the cheek, a hand on his
shoulder, “How was work?”
“It was fine, Margaret.”
She nods, turning her smile on Janie.
“And Janie, it’s been too long. It’s so nice to see you
again.”
Janie offers a small smile, which does not meet her pale
eyes, “It’s nice to see you again too, Margaret.”
“Well,” Margaret steps away from James, clasping her
hands together in front of her chest, “I will leave you two to chat.
I’m just finishing up dinner.”
She turns on one heel, cheery smile faltering as she returns
to the kitchen. She works quickly then— carving the roast, adding
more butter to the peas.
She inhales slowly, glancing over her shoulder at the door.
Her hand tremors when it reaches up to the cool handle of the
cabinet above the stove. She slowly pulls the door open, hinges
whining with the motion.
A delicate hand closes around the metal of a small tin,
pulling it into the light. She opens it, shakes its contents into the
pot of potatoes. She places it back into the cabinet, staring at the
rat emblazoned on the side, and smiles at it.
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She shuts the cabinet, grabbing the wooden spoon and
stirring the mashed potatoes. She hums quietly, adds another pad
of butter to the pot.
Manicured hands grasp a carving fork, doling cuts of roast
onto decorated china. She puts a small pile of peas next to the
meat, and then a small pile of potatoes next to that. She carries two
of the plates out to the dining room, setting them on pre-laid place
settings.
Margaret glances up from the plates before she turns to
return to the kitchen, finding Janie sitting next to James on the
small couch, hand laid on his knee. They’re laughing, not noticing
Margaret’s attention on them.
She returns to the kitchen, grabbing the last plate and a
pitcher of water. Both are set carefully on the table, completing her
dinner set up.
“Dinner’s ready, darling,” she calls into the living room,
already positioned to pull James’ chair at the head of the table out
for him.
She watches James and Janie get up from the couch, cross
the room as their laughter peters out into flushed grins. James
catches Margaret’s elbow in his palm before he sits down, the
touch warm even through the pink fabric of her dress.
He sits heavily, and Margaret presses a cherry stain into the
high point of his cheekbone.
She sits to his right, skirt flaring out against the padded seat
of the chair.
“Thank you for dinner, Margaret, it looks delicious,” Janie
offers from across the table, and the warmth of her smile may only
be present because she’s still flushed from talking to James, but
Margaret thinks she sounds genuine anyway.
It makes her feel almost guilty for the rat poison in the
potatoes. Almost.
First Place
Senior Short Story
Katherine Tanner
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Step Two: Prophet
Sophus was on all fours, head spinning, the lights of the
hall indistinct and blurred in his eyes as his ears rang and his
mouth was filled with a sharp, coppery taste. The noise around him
rolled its way into a murmur, then to fearful conversation, as he
felt hands help him back to his feet. As his picture of his
surroundings crystallized, Sophus began to gather his thoughts,
resuming a more dignified and aloof pose than the one he’d been
reduced to by his sudden fit. Why and when his affliction struck
him was beyond him, but it was something he had learned to live
with - at times like this, even turning it to an edge.
“Well?” Asked the king. He stood at the end of this lavish
banquet table, likely roused to his feet when Sophus had been
struck down. He had a look of mixed awe, eagerness, and
reservation upon his round, tanned face. Though some might have
had a more difficult time reading the king’s expression due to his
thick black beard, ornamented with gold and bronze accessories,
Sophus had learned to read people well - the slight turn of the
king’s thick, dark-tan lips and the way his bulbous nose was pulled
back like a recoiling cat came together with his stern hazel eyes to
present all the information that Sophus needed. Well, that, and the
king’s own speech.
“Did the Fates speak to you? Shall the Cretan princess take
my son’s hand in marriage, now that she has come to my
kingdom?”
Much as Sophus pretended to be omniscient, he really
wasn't - which is why he appreciated those that voluntarily
divulged all of the information that he had needed. Most of his
memories had reordered themselves by now, and the king’s own
words served to roughly substitute for the ten minutes or so before
he’d fallen into his plaguing throes. He remembered this lord, King
Kyros, one of the many powers of Greece, and how he had invited
Sophus to a lavish feast in order to hear the ever-reputed words of
the “wandering oracle”. Of course, he had been rather surprised
when Sophus proved to be a male, (that was one bit of his
reputation that he’d never been able to amend - everyone always
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expected a female oracle) but Sophus had managed to ingratiate
himself to the king. Now, with a fortuitously-timed “visit from the
Fates”, it was time to put his skills to the test.
“Most honorable King Kyros. I have received consultation
from the Fates - the strands of past, present, and future were pulled
taut before me. I, in your service, plied them to see the destiny of
the princess’s choice, and bring back to you this knowledge: of
high-blooded hand will the princess take.”
King Kyros furrowed his thick brow and nodded slowly in
response to Sophus’s claim. The other attendees to the banquet
looked on in apprehension, eager to hear the king’s response.
Eventually, their patience was rewarded, as the king began his own
response.
“Very well then, traveling oracle. Your words serve as a
reassuring omen. But I warn you - should your prophecies prove to
be lies, then you shall be put to the knife in my own hands.”
“Very well, your majesty. If that is all you require of me,
then I shall take my pardon, and retire to my quarters. My
prognostications today have proven most exhausting.”
The king tilted up his chin and waved a dismissive hand
towards Sophus, who strode for the hall’s exit with all of the
strength he had left to muster. Though most of his words had been
honeyed lies, he had at least spoken in earnest about his fatigue,
though he hardly had time to rest once he reached the plush
quarters offered to the king’s noble guests. He had quite the
prophecy to make come true, after all.
Surveying the forum, Sophus was rather proud of his
handiwork. He’d paid a couple bribes, shook a few hands, and laid
out his network of maneuvers in hopes of convincing the Cretan
Princess to fall for Prince Myron, King Kyros’s son. It wasn’t
nearly as easy as it might have seemed - the prince had a reputation
as a rude, boorish man, whose only particularly redeeming
qualities were his skills as a warrior. Playing into the prince’s
strength, Sophus had organized for some hunters to lure a raging
boar back to the market square while the Princess was being
paraded about. A few honeyed words sent by a messenger had
convinced the Prince to witness the spectacle, and the pieces had
all come together.
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Now, Sophus stood overlooking the market square from the
roof of a shop, which he’d gained access to by assuring the
carpenter owning the establishment that his next shipment of wood
would arrive “in time”. The princess stood among the market’s
rabble, (admittedly, the city’s wealthier folk) engaging in
discussion with a gaggle of enamored aristocrats on the side of the
square closest to the woodlands surrounding the city. Prince Myron
was exactly where he had been directed to - leaning against a small
altar in a thoroughly un-princely slouch. A few guardsmen milled
about, but none in such a position that they might reach the
rampaging boar first and interrupt the prince’s shot at glory - and
hopefully, wooing the Princess’s heart through a show of grand
courage and strength.
Admittedly, the amount of coordination that this task had
forced was highly inconvenient, and Sophus had often come to
wish that he’d truly been blessed with the gift of effortless
prophecy, but he supposed that such a burden may likely have
come with its own suite of unpleasant side-effects. Or perhaps all
of the other prophets were just as he was, but as good, if not better,
at hiding it. Such idle thoughts had little time to cloud his
perception, however, as he began to notice a rustling in the
theoretically-ornamental foliage lining the eastern side of the
square.
The hunters burst through the foliage, running at full tilt,
genuine panic guiding their feet as they fled from their would-be
quarry. Most of the market folk remained unaware for the moment,
only those on the farthest fringe noticing the fleeing hunters and
beginning to panic. It was with some concern to Sophus that he
noticed the hunters were one short of full strength - though this
discrepancy righted itself when the final hunter, coincidentally the
youngest, came sprinting through the hole in the shrubbery,
frantically sprinting away from the truly massive boar charging
behind him, with some majestic bird of prey making up the rear.
The aristocrats had been among the first to flee from the
commotion, and Sophus noticed, now truly alarmed, that the last
hunter was running directly at the princess, bloodthirsty swine only
a few quick paces behind his heels. The prince had already sprung
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into action, but all that would be for not if the princess was gored
before she could be swooned by the prince’s strength.
It was some strange relief, then, that the hunter failed to
notice the princess until the final moment, colliding with her and
sending both tumbling to the ground. The prince, in a feat of truly
divine timing, leapt into the fray without a moment of hesitation,
the churlish look on his face betraying that he was, indeed, far
more interested in the thrill of the kill than the Cretean princess’s
affection. It was no matter, though - with any luck, he would have
both in a few moments.
Sophus was pleased to discover that the prince’s strength
had not been understated - the man had managed to actually
wrestle the boar away from the prone princess, and with a dagger
in his hand, appeared to smite the wild creature in two terrifyingly
quick blows. The prince kneeled over the slain beast for a moment,
chest heaving, before he stood, hands raised and stained red, letting
loose a proud war cry. Sophus cringed at his thoroughly
undignified behavior, but perhaps the princess would be entranced
by his unprecedented barbarism? Whatever the case, Sophus
hastily left the roof of the building and made to return to his
chambers by the quickest means possible. If he had been found to
be watching these events transpire, the king may have begun to
grow suspicious of his predictions - a risk he could not afford to
take.
The dawn sun crawled into the air like a fat golden coin,
face obscured by the light it shone down upon the city as
preparations for the coming festival were being made. King Kyros
had seen his son’s dramatic slaying of the boar as a good omen,
ordering his people to begin fashioning for a wedding before the
princess had even officially made her choice. Of course, the King
had ordained no less pomp and circumstance be afforded to this
part of the proceedings, and had even brought Sophus along as a
guest of honor to bear witness to the Princess choosing her
husband.
A far greater crowd than Sophus had anticipated was
gathered in the now-decorated market square, all surrounding a
wooden stage of sorts as the somewhat overwhelmed-looking
princess was led onto the stage. She’d clearly not expected such a
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sudden and lavish offer as King Kyros had proposed to host her
marriage in his own city, but Sophus had heard she’d graciously
accepted, all but sealing the deal as to the identity of her husband
to be. As she was lead to the center of the stage, flanked by a small
procession of priests and her own retainers (where they might have
been while the boar fiasco had transpired Sophus didn’t hazard to
guess), the crowd hushed, seeming to compact together as they
greedily opened their ears to hear her proclamation. Even King
Kyros leaned forwards, a grin beginning to form on his face and
his eyes sparking as he prepared to hear the news that would no
doubt lead to the formation of a powerful alliance for his kingdom.
“Firstly,” began the princess, her voice a clear, radiant
soprano, “I wish to give a humble thanks to the noble King Kyros
for offering to host my wedding within the confines of his own
domain, especially upon such short notice. I assure you all, the
people of Crete will not forget the generosity that you and your
people have shown. Secondly, I have been asked to make a formal
proclamation as to the identity of the man I intend to wed, and
bring into the folds of the Cretan royal family. He is, indeed, one
of your own blood, a man of noble heart and a brother to each of
you. He has shown valiance far beyond his station when he
selflessly came to my defense against the wild beast that invaded
your fair city, and I have determined him to be a strong soul: my
groom is to be Cleon, the humble falconer.”
There was a sudden wash of silence over the crowd. The
first to recover were the common folk - though they had, until now,
been forced to the fringes of the gathered peoples, they surged
forwards, cheering and hollering. Sophus could see the man,
Cleon, the young hunter that had all but tackled the princess, as the
masses of his common kin parted around him, allowing him
forwards and onto the stage as if he were royalty. The merchant
folk, too, began to celebrate, though with notably less raucous
enthusiasm than the commoners, but the wealthy noblemen
remained in a stunned stupor. Save for Prince Myron, that was,
who must have been impressed by Cleon’s fighting spirit in the
prior days, as he shouted and whooped loudly in celebration.
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His father was much less amused, turning to Sophus with
murder in his eyes. The furious king all but grabbed the collar of
Sophus’s tunic, and his hot, hateful breath almost made Sophus
flinch as he began to speak in a low, hateful tone.
“You lying snake. You dare make me look like a fool with
your false prophecies? I will convert this celebration into a
spectacle of your execution as I personally flay you, vile wretch!”
“My most noble King Kyros!” Sophus replied, “I have
made no such fool of you, nor have my prophecies been anything
but truthful! Indeed, whose hand is higher of blood than that of a
falconer?”
The king was infuriated, yet speechless, hands balling into
fists as he sputtered wordlessly at Sophus. One could see the veins
on King Kyros’s forehead bulge in real time, and it seemed as if
his eyes were going bloodshot.
“He speaks the truth, my lord,” interjected one of the
noblemen.
King Kyros fumed as he relaxed his grip on the hem of
Sophus’s tunic, and Sophus took a step back in an effort to avoid
further outbursts of the King’s wrath. Though the king might not
have physically been able to skin him, the incandescent rage in his
eyes was almost enough to do the job itself. The king spoke one
final time, his body quivering as he did and his tone of voice
poorly disguising the absolute hatred the king felt.
“Get out of my sight, seer.”
A new day dawned as Sophus stood upon the deck of the
trireme, fresh ocean air suffusing his skin and nostrils as the ship
sailed forth upon the gentle Mediterranean waves. It had been a
paltry task to arrange transport upon this merchant vessel - sailors
were a superstitious lot, after all. A well-timed fit while walking
the docks had found him recovering amidst a host of sailors, and
Sophus’s mere claim that he had seen doom found him dozens of
offers for free passage from those eager to avoid such a fate. He’d
been afforded surprisingly comfortable accommodations, (for a
ship, anyway) and was allowed a pleasant degree of privacy.
Convenient, as it would raise far too many questions if any of them
found treasures of King Kyros’s court in Sophus’s pack.
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The king had indeed been outraged by Sophus’s effectively
accurate prediction, but his court was awed - all too happy to allow
him his pick of the king’s own treasures. Besides, the king had
taken ill after the princess’s wedding, so it wasn’t like he would
take notice any time soon. Still, Sophus had found it expedient to
make haste out of the kingdom. Even if his facade had not been
exposed, there was misfortune aplenty awaiting even an unwary
seer who had made a powerful enemy.
Breathing deeply, Sophus came to lean over the ship’s
railing, morning sunrise and rhythmic noise of the oars turning the
scene into a surprisingly meditative affair. He didn’t know where
the winds might take him, but he didn’t much concern himself now
that he’d left Kyros’s domain. Besides, if all else failed…Crete
was said to be rather lovely this time of year.
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The Fortunately Inclined and the Unfortunately
Challenged
There were the greats. The Harry Houdinis and the
Copperfields and the like. The rich and famous and the successful,
everything that seemed antithetical to the very idea of a magician.
There were also, of course, the not-so-great, the magicians on the
street corner hiding cards up their sleeves and quarters behind ears.
More respectable than the socialites, but somehow even less of a
magician. Street performers, that’s all they were.
Of course, the problem with these new-age magicians was
not that they lacked flair or charisma; it was the fact they were all
fakes. If they were real, no one would have invented the ludicrous
idea that a magician never reveals their secrets; she was certainly
happy to share if anyone cared to ask. No, a magician never shares
because a card trick loses its charm when it is revealed every card
in the deck is the same.
How easy magic would be if it were as simple as pulling a
card.
“Hey, where do you want me to put all this crap, Miss
Taliesin?”
Without even glancing up from her crossword, she pointed
to the shelving unit overflowing with trinkets and baubles and
equal amounts of dust. “Over there, please. Try not to break
anything this time.”
Her assistant, a bubbly boy with just as many freckles as
pores, scampered over to the cramped bookshelf, scuffing his feet
on the threadbare throw rug and scratched wooden floor
underneath. Taliesin peeked over the edge of her newspaper to
watch as he struggled to lift the box full of empty glass bottles
above his head and fit it into one of the few available spaces left on
the shelf, and he’d be hard-pressed to find one anywhere else in the
house.
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Her home had been an antique store at one point in time,
but for now, it was a home, and it was overflowing with
collectibles and memorabilia everywhere she turned. Just that
morning, she had nearly had a coronary when a stack of newspaper
clippings from 1997 had almost turned her into a headline.
She shuddered. ‘97 had been a terrible year. She had
known since 1776 it would be a terrible year, but that was beside
the point. Now, the eighteenth century had not been much better in
retrospect, and now that she thought about it she could not
remember the last time she had had a ‘good year’. Perhaps the
seventies? Which century was she thinking of, though?
“Hey, Miss Taliesin?” Merlin said, breaking her from her
reminiscence.
She shook her head to clear out some of the cobwebs. No
sense in dwelling on the past. “Is it important or do you just wish
to talk? I will tell you now I have significantly more patience for
one of those ventures.” Taliesin folded up her crossword, preparing
to rise from the desk to help the boy who was beginning to buckle
underneath the weight of empty glass bottles.
With a final shove, Merlin righted the box and triumphantly
slid it into place. Only to have his momentary happiness washed
away as the action caused a cascade of empty collector soda cans
to come tumbling down on his head in an avalanche of aluminum.
Taliesin leaned into her palm and smiled as the young boy
went chasing after cans that she had been planning to throw out
anyway. Sometimes he was a nice reminder of the simplicity of
youth.
“It’s important,” he said as he scooped up cans into his
arms.
She straightened out her smile before he could see it. It
simply would not do to have the boy know she had any emotions
outside of disgust. “And what did I tell you about how to tell if
something is truly worthwhile?”
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“That I should think about whether it’s important to talk
about or whether I just think it’s important I talk about it. But-”
“And which one is it this time?”
“Well, if you would let me finish…” Merlin’s complaint
died and shriveled up into a small compact ball of terrified
mumbling as he saw the expression on her face. He glanced down
at his shoes. “It’s important.”
She waved her hand, not that he was looking at her. “Then,
by all means, continue.”
He kicked one of his boots against the carpet petulantly.
“Well, now I don’t want to.”
“Then it must not be that important.” The old hag that lived
in the recesses of her mind crooned in victory at the aghast
expression on Merlin’s face. “I believe you still have cans to pick
up. And I have a crossword to finish.”
“That’s what I wanted to talk to you about.”
She raised an eyebrow. “My…crossword?”
“Yeah.” Merlin let his arms drop and spilled the cans he
had collected back onto the floor. “How come you don’t already
know the answers?”
“I can not see everything, you know.”
“But you can see the future.”
“In small doses, yes.” She shifted the unfinished crossword
puzzle to the side. In all honesty, she had expected this
conversation to happen sooner. Small doses, indeed. “My gift
allows me to see the important things: the wars, the famines, the
droughts. Not so much the answers to a daily crossword.”
He pouted. “That’s lame.”
“Is it? Life would be horribly boring if you knew
everything that was going to happen.” Life was also horribly
predictable. She hardly needed the power of foresight to be able to
see the next conflict or scourge on humanity.
“Can you see my future?” Merlin tilted his head to the side,
mimicking a motion she commonly used on him. It almost made
her more fond of him. Almost.
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“No,” she said. “I told you, just the important things.”
Scandalized and indignant, he spluttered helplessly for a
few moments before he began picking up the cans he had dropped
in an act of rebellion. From the outsider’s viewpoint she was
blessed with, she could not for the life of her fathom why he would
want to know his future. Those that know their fate never seem
able to avoid it.
Taliesin smiled as he knocked cans around the cramped
room. This would not last forever, but today she had it and for
today that was all that mattered. There was no point in worrying
about the inexorable tomorrow, come what may, and there was
comfort in knowing that too shall pass. Time would march on, in
the way time is wont to do, and she would spend it as she always
had, reading tomorrow’s paper and playing today’s crossword.
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